Increasing malicious users have sought practices to leverage 3D printing technology to produce unlawful tools in criminal activities. It is of vital importance to enable 3D printers to identify the objects to be printed and terminate at early stage if illegal objects are identified. Deep learning yields significant rises in performance in the object recognition tasks. However, the lack of large-scale databases in 3D printing domain stalls the advancement of automatic illegal weapon recognition. This paper presents a new 3D printing image database, namely C3PO, which compromises two subsets for the different system working scenarios. We extract images from the numerical control programming code files of 22 3D models, and then categorize the images into 10 distinct labels. These two sets are designed for identifying: (i). printing knowledge source (G-code) at beginning of manufacturing, (ii). printing procedure during manufacturing. Importantly, we demonstrate that the weapons can be recognized in either scenario using deep learning based approaches using our proposed database. The quantitative results are promising, and the future exploration of the database and the crime prevention in 3D printing are demanding tasks.
Introduction
3D printing, also known as additive manufacturing, has been widely observed that it is superior on the traditional manufacturing techniques on customization, limited material requirement, low equipment costs and wide accessibility [1] , [2] . However, these characteristics are easily leveraged by malicious users to manufacture unethical and even illegal products (especially weapons as shown in Fig. 1 ).
Due to the wide accessibility, illegal weapon production is among one of the most immediate concerns to be addressed in 3D printing domain. A 3D printed gun could be produced with neither a serial number nor background check [3, 4] which makes it hard to trace. The development of 3D printed bullet has also raised the concern for security implications of 3D printing [5] .
It is an urgent challenge to prevent the illegal weapon production in real time manner. The intuitive idea is to embed a recognition system to the 3D printer and make 978-1-7281-4123-7/20/$31.00 ©2020 IEEE
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Magazine Grenade Figure 1 : Examples of illegal products (weapons) manufactured by 3D printing. it aware of the identity of a printed object so that production can be administrated and the illegal weapon will not be manufactured. Fig. 2 is an overview of our solution to remedy the illegal weapon production in 3D printing. Deep learning techniques such as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) have been widely used for computer vision tasks. Nevertheless, few researches have focused on combining deep learning techniques with 3D printing to address aforementioned concern -illegal weapon production.
The lack of large-scale databases stalls the advancement of automatic illegal weapon recognition in 3D printing.
To tackle the illegal weapon production issue in 3D printing, we propose a new image database for 3D printing objects, namely "C3PO" (representing cognitive 3D printing objects). The first dataset in C3PO comprises 62, 200 RGB images for 10 classes collected from 22 well-defined 3D models. The 3D models includes real guns, gun-like objects, common objects. The images are constructed from projections of randomly posed 3D objects on the xy−, xz−, and yz−planes. In particular, we demonstrate that these commonly printed objects can be recognized via a supervised image classification formulation. The above scenario is based on the full prior knowledge of the printed objects, i.e., the recognition system can pre-compute the projections of an object from the control file for printing and then classify the object by its projections. On the other hand, what if the full prior knowledge is not accessible by recognition system? In this case, the system needs to observe what is printing by using cameras. To address the recognition problem in this scenario, we propose another dataset included in "C3PO" to simulate a random object's projection on the xy−, xz−, and yz−planes with respect to steps (a step is a printing completeness of a layer). The dataset includes sequences of a total of 671, 677 images. Each sequence is extracted for a randomly posed object defined in one of 22 3D models. The objects are categorized to 10 labels. We demonstrate that the image sequence recognition can be formulated as a unified model combining convolutional neural network with recurrent neural network (RNN).
This paper is the first to present a large-scale image database in 3D printing domain. The proposed approaches shows promising quantitative results using the proposed database. We share our datasets in an anonymous link http://bit.ly/2YOEa5Z.
Related work
With the wide utilization and spread of 3D recognition, several important datasets have been established to help improve the recognition. Geiger et al. released the KITTI dataset for autonomous driving, which comprises 389 stereo and optical flow image pairs, stereo visual odometry sequences of 39.2 km length, and more than 200k 3D object annotations captured in cluttered scenarios [6] . PAS-CAL3D+ dataset is proposed by Xiang et al. in 2014, providing 2D-3D alignments to 12 rigid categories containing 30, 899 images [7] . Based on the 3D information provided, supervised learning techniques are introduced and developed to recognize the 3D objects. In 2015, Maturana et al. proposed VoxNet, an architecture which integrates a volumetric Occupancy Grid representation with a supervised 3D CNN [8] . Johns et al. applied CNN to generic multiview recognition, by decomposing an image sequence into a set of image pairs, classifying each pair independently, and then learning an object classifier by weighting the contribution of each pair [9] . However, the related researches on 3D printing object identification are almost blank due to the lack of large-scale database in the 3D printing domain.
Construction of malicious activity recognition database
In this section, we describe the approach for building a large-scale malicious activity recognition database for 3D printing, namely "C3PO", extracted from our pre-defined 3D models. First, we introduce the basics about 3D printing details. Then, we define two working scenarios in the 3D printing malicious activity recognition system. We consider the 3D object recognition module in Fig. 2 in the system being able to either access the numerical control programming code from 3D printer or visually monitor the printed objects by cameras. For two scenarios, we collect two sets of projections of the printed objects on a/some Figure 3 : The overview of the 3D printing procedure (a pistol as example). Computer aided design (CAD) software creates the standard object file (STL) which describes the surface geometry of the 3D object. The computer aided manufacturing software slices the model into uniform layers and generates G-code. The 3D printer interprets to follow the instructions in the G-code to make spatial movement and extrude the melt material.
certain plane(s). The projections are converted to images to form the database "C3PO". Fig. 3 illustrates the general procedure of 3D printing. The complete printing process happens in two domains, cyber domain and physical domain. The cyber domain always resides in a host machine, such as a computer. In order to instruct a 3D printer, a 3D object model is created through computer aided design (CAD) software and converted to the standard object file (STL). The computer aided manufacturing happens in a controlling software. The controlling software of a 3D printer (Ultimaker Cura [10] in our case) decodes the STL file and the user is able to customize the printing setting through its GUI. Once the user initiates the printing, the controlling software slices the decoded 3D model into uniform layers and generates a data stream called G-code, which is a numerical programming language that humans use to instruct a machine to operate. A Gcode file contains all the information that the 3D printer needs to print an object. It is the most widely used file format containing all the control commands including shape, dimensions, and volume. In the physical domain, the data stream feeds the 3D printer to direct the printer's movements and actions. And the 3D printer's nozzle extrudes the melt material to form the lines while the positioner follows the order encoded in the G-code.
3D printing basics

Two scenarios in 3D printing object recognition
We define two working scenarios for an intelligent 3D printer to detect the printed objects. G-code interpretation. In this scenario, we consider that the 3D object recognition module has full access to the G-code. The host computer sends the G-code to the 3D printer and a copy to the 3D object recognition module as the blue arrow in Fig. 2 . The module transforms the G-code internally to images through which the module recognizes the object before it is printed. If the object is a weapon, the module will send a control signal to the 3D printer to terminate the printing process. In this method,
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7C-3 the malicious activity in 3D printing is prevented at the beginning stage. Cumulative visual recognition. In the above scenario, the 3D object recognition module stores the copy of the complete G-code file which is usually huge and the recognition module has to transform the G-code to images. To maintain a lightweight 3D object recognition module, we consider an alternative scenario that the module will not handle the G-code directly, but monitor the printing process to recognize the object. In this scenario, three cameras are mounted to capture three perpendicular view of "screenshot" for the printed object in xy−, xz− and yz−surfaces. As the object is being printed layer by layer, the recognition module recognizes the object with higher and higher confidence. When the module is confident on that the object is a weapon by cumulatively observing any view of printed object, the module will send a control signal to the 3D printer to terminate the printing process.
Transforming prior knowledge to images
3D printing is a procedure of successively adding each layer's material from beginning to the ending position as Fig. 4(a) showed. The controlling software (Ultimaker Cura [10] in our case) decodes the STL file and generate layer-wise commands in the G-code format for the 3D printer. The G-code files is composed of lines which define how the printer nozzle's behaviors for the corresponding layer, and is fed into a 3d printer sequentially. We extract useful coordinates from G-code and save into a csv file. Fig. 4(b) shows example G-code that Ultimaker Cura generates and the csv file extracted from it.
As we design two working scenarios for a intelligent 3D printer, we collect two sets of images to fit corresponding scenarios. For G-code interpretation, we construct a dataset in which the objects' projections are obtained at completion stage (a completion stage means recognition module has full access to the object's G-code which can be interpreted as a completely printed object), while for cumulative visual recognition, we prepare a dataset that
Model in Ultimaker Image selection Data Process Figure 5 : A G-code is processed to projections on three planes, xy−, xz− and yz−. Figure 6 : The process of generating a 3-channel image. contains the projection images describing the printing procedure. The two construction approaches to fulfill above two objectives are shown as follows:
Objects' projections at completion stage. For the first scenario, given that the entire G-code is obtained, we can process it into 3 images from its xy−, xz− and yz−projections for its completion stage. From Fig. 5 , the object is a illegal gun and we get three projections images from it. At first, only the projection that is recognizable to human can be saved (xy−plane image in Fig.5 ), we keep this projection and abandon the others.
However, the other two projections that we discard catch our attention. As most deep learning approaches reveal that some implicit information is not recognizable by human, we keep the other non-recognizable two projection images to reserve the integrity of feature space. Fig. 6 illustrates that we combine three single-channel grayscale projections into one three-channel RGB image. We can observe that the three-channel image is hard to comprehended by humans. For computers, however, three-channel images enlarge the feature space of the object, and are supposed to give better performance for the recognition system. Sequencing the objects' projections. For the second scenario, the 3D printer is supposed to observe the printing process from beginning to the end. The image sub-dataset in the first scenario will not fit for this job, since the projection images are collected from the completion stage of the object and cannot reflect the actual procedure of the printing. Learning from the images in the first scenario, without the G-code, a 3D object recognition module can only recognize the object when the printing procedure is finished through the projections captures by cameras. To mimicking printing procedure, we separate csv files by extracting the layer-wise information from the G-code, and accumulating csv files layer by layers which just like the printing procedure. The extracted image sequence that depicts the printing procedure is shown in Fig. 7 . We can see that this sequence-based dataset properly describes the printing procedure. The pixels in the image are accumulating alongside as the printing procedure goes on. With a deep learning model using the image sequences, the 3D object recognition module is able to recognize the object through mounted cameras without G-code information. Table 1 shows the technical specifications of our sub-datasets which fit the cumulative visual recognition task. 
Case study: early-stage 3D object recognition with G-code
In the first scenario, the recognition module has full access to the G-code, we consider that the module is capable of recognizing the object before printing starts. We apply convolutional neural network on first scenario dataset.
Model
We build a convolutional networks [11] to conduct the classification on our three-channel dataset. The proposed network consists of three convolution layers followed by global pooling layer, and then the pooled feature maps are convolved by ten 1 × 1 filters to obtain the classification logits. The detail about the network architecture is as below. The three convolutional layers consists of 128 5 × 5, 256 3 × 3, and 512 1 × 1 filters. A Log-Sum-Exp (LSE) pooling layer proposed in [12] is utilized after the first two convolution layers. The LSE pooled value x p is defined as,
where x mn is the activation value at (m, n), (m, n) is one location in the pooling region S, and S = s × s, s = 3 is the pooling filter size in S. By adjusting the hyperparameter r, the pooled value ranges from the maximum in S (when r → ∞) to average (when r → 0). We derived the probabilities of predictions by softmax activation function as follows:
where x i is the logit for a particular class i. We train the network using cross-entropy loss , which can be represented as,
where y i represents the actual label for class i and y i is the i-th element in the prediction output.
Experimental results
Dateset and training. The dataset in this scenario consists of 62, 200 128 × 128 RGB (3-channel) images divided into 51, 840 training images and 10, 360 testing images. We add L2 regularization [13] to the loss function to prevent overfitting. We optimize the model by Adam [14] method on an Nvidia GTX1080 GPU. The model is implemented in TensorFlow [15] . Classification results. We apply the proposed network on the 3-channel dataset. We vary the r value to adjust pooling value during training, r is assigned with value of 0.1, 5, and 10. We also compare the applied LSE pooling with average pooling and max pooling. Table 2 shows the evaluation results of our experiment. When r is very small as 0.1, the pooling is close to the method of average pooling. The accuracy is 92.9%, which is better than the average/max pooling results. When we increase r to 5, the performances reach the bottom as 90.9% Then it achieve the best performance at r = 10, i.e. 93.6%. Overall, the use of LSE pooling improve the performance compared with using simple average/max pooling with a good choice of r.
Case study: early-stage 3D object recognition with cumulative visual monitoring
In the second scenario that the 3D object recognition module has no access to the G-code, we consider that the module receives the data stream of images from the embedded cameras perpendicular to xy−, xz−, and yz−planes facing the printing workspace. The module executes three recognition threads which keep reading the object's projection images correspondingly, and terminates the printing process when any of aforementioned threads recognizes the object is a weapon.
Model
Our goal is to enable the system to read a stream of images and gives the prediction every time it receives an image. We keep track of moving averages for the predictions of all classes and take it as the fused prediction at step t. When the prediction of a certain class C i have been made above the confidence threshold th, the model makes a decision to recognize the object is within class C i . The images are converted to vector representations, and the recurrent neural network (RNN) model is utilized to handle the sequence of image representations. The proposed architecture is summarized in Fig. 8 .
Image representation. In this work, we use a simple 3-layer CNN similar to that in the last section to extract the image features. At each step t of the sequence, the grayscale image I t with shape h × w × 1 is computed for its representation as follows,
where CNN θ (I t ) first transforms the image I t into h × w × c feature tensor with respect to CNN parameters θ, Figure 8 : RNN Model overview. then the tensor is globally pooled on spatial dimensions (width and height) to obtain a c -dimensional feature. W T is the transformation matrix which has dimensions of d e × c , where d e is the size of the embedding space. b T is the bias. Thus each image I t at step t is represented as a d edimensional vector v.
Sequence representation. We propose to use an RNN to model the sequence of projection images in the order of observation during printing. Please note that as our aim is not to generate predictions for the complete sentence of images and our goal is to make a confident recognition for the object, we use the forward RNN instead of a Bidirectional RNN (BRNN) [16] to follow the nature of our objective. We use two different RNN cells in this work, Long short-term memory (LSTM) [17] and Gated recurrent unit (GRU) [18] . The hidden units in the RNN cells are set to be 512. The output o t of the RNN at step t is connected with the final classification layer, a fully-connected layer with dimension C, where C is the number of classes. We use the truncated backpropagation through time (BPTT) learning algorithm [19] to compute parameter gradients on short subsequences of the training image embeddings. The average number of layers is ∼ 500 and the corresponding average length of the image sequence is ∼ 100 as we collect the images every 5 layers. During training, a fixed step T bptt (20, typically in this work) is adopted to handle the relatively long length of the sequence. We use average softmax cross-entroy in the truncated BPTT window. And we use moving average value of the predictions during testing. When the average softmax output value for any class C i exceeds th, we stop the inference for the sequence and take the C i as the label prediction of the sequence. If none of the moving average exceeds th until the last image of the sequence, we take the class with the maximum softmax value at the last step as the label prediction.
Experimental results
Dateset and training. The dataset in this scenario consists of 4, 752 1 1-channel 128 × 128 grayscale image sequences categorized to 10 classes. Each sequence contains as many as 200 images. The training and test images are randomly selected from each class with the partitioning ratio of 5. We use the same optimization method and platform as the first scenario. Recognition Results. We apply the proposed approach on the 1-channel image sequences. Table 3 shows the evaluation results of our experiment. We report the the average step indices when the inference for one sequence stops. GRU and LSTM achieve approximately equivalent performance in this task. We can observe from Table 3 that with a small th, it is too quick for the system to make a decision. The prediction results are quite low. As the th gets bigger, the accuracy performance increases as the average stop step index gets larger as well. Because the moving average values of softmax outputs indicate the prediction confidence for each class. With more steps, the system gets more information about the object and is able to make more confident predictions. A large th ensures that the inference process accepts enough images to make confident predictions before stop. Since the unconfident predictions give low values for a specific class, the inference stop does not happen easily with a large th. Please note that we are able to achieve a better accuracy than 78.4% with higher confidence than 0.7, but more steps are needed. The setting of the confidence threshold th depends on practical requirement of accuracy or the stop step index. The 3D printer can save printing material by stop the printing process in early steps at the risk of mis-recognition of the object.
Conclusion
The abuse of 3D printing technology to produce illegal weapons requires an intelligent 3D printer with early stage malicious activity detection. The 3D printer should identify the objects to be printed, so that the manufacturing procedure of an illegal weapon can be terminated at early stage. The lack of large-scale dataset obstructs the development of the intelligent 3D printer equipped with deep learning techniques. The construction of 3D printing image database in such scale with the recognition benchmarks has not been addressed until this work. We attempt to design two working scenarios for an intelligent 3D printer and provides corresponding image datasets (tens of hundreds and tens of thousands images). We also conduct quantitative performance benchmarking on ten 3D object recognition given single images and image sequences using C3PO database. This work brings the new thought of designing an object-aware 3D printing system. As the 3D models are highly customized and diverse, building a robust recognition system remains a tough task. For the furture work, C3PO will include more common 3D models especially for firearms.
